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Brief and objectives: 
Pet food producer Wagg challenged Finn with a brief to drive mass brand awareness among 
consumers within the declining dog food market. Against a backdrop of economic 
uncertainty and changes in consumer lifestyles, meaning fewer people are buying dogs and 
subsequently dog food, Wagg challenged Finn with creating a campaign that would give the 
brand personality and standout, ultimately making it more memorable within the consumer 
mind-set. 
 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 
Using the insight that Wagg is a product for real dogs, real families and real, down to earth 
lives, Finn was able to leverage Wagg’s quirky personality through a hugely successful 
integrated PR, Digital and Social campaign with video content at its heart,based on a spoof 
video of Channel 4 hit, Gogglebox, the epitome of real family life. 
 

Strategy and tactics, including the types and variety of digital media utilised, 
creativity and innovation: 
Finn’s approach was to create an integrated campaign with video content at the heart; 
covering digital, PR, and social media. The video itself drew on the brand truths that Finn 
identified through a process of client workshops and brand exploration. After identifying that 
Wagg resonated with real life and real families (less than perfect homes and dogs climbing 
all over you on the sofa), Finn translated the concept of reality into ‘pet reality TV’, as 
watching TV together is a common shared experience between families (and their pets!) 
 
The first iteration of making Wagg famous as the creators of pet related reality TV content, 
was Dogglebox. Dogglebox is an integrated campaign based on a spoof of the hit, 
Gogglebox, the epitome of real family life, supported with advertising spend across 
Facebook, YouTube and PPC, and PR. 
 

Implementation of tactics: 
The Dogglebox video was the central hook for the campaign. With a budget of £100k we 
worked with Rubber Republic on an 80-second video, starring nine doggy doubles for some 
of the show’s best-loved families. 
 
The video featured ‘families’ in scaled down sets, mirroring the homes in the show. Overlaid 
with subtitles, the dogs watch Emmertail, Paws and Prejudice and the Great British Bark Off. 



It incorporated subtle branded props, including within the first ten seconds, and the end 
frame prompted sign ups to Facebook – the hub for all campaign content. 
 
The Facebook page was at the core. We launched with a teaser user generated content 
competition, asking people to share clips of their dogs performing tricks to star in the ‘talent 
show’ clip of the video. 
 
Dogglebox was launched across Facebook and YouTube, with pre-launch seeding Twitter 
activity with bloggers. The video was re-shared on Fridays when Gogglebox was shown and 
we targeted cast members with personalised reactive tweets to create social buzz. 
 
Following launch, we extended content with behind the scenes and shortened clips to react 
to the TV agenda, driving conversation. This was supported by a dedicated Facebook 
advertising strategy, targeting families interested in shows including Gogglebox, as well as to 
the existing Wagg audience. 
 
Our digital advertising strategy drove a reach of over 5m, with over 52k views. A PPC 
campaign supported the launch targeting Gogglebox related keywords with ads saying 
‘Didn’t you mean to search Dogglebox?’. Within YouTube, the video clip was served as in 
stream and pre-roll advertising, with additional traffic coming from the Finn-managed Wagg 
eCRM programme. 
 
PR activity: To support the Facebook competition, a photo stunt in a dog grooming parlour 
showing the dogs getting ready to submit their entries received local coverage. 
 
The launch was supported with a survey into dogs’ viewing habits, and photos from the 
video shoot received strong national print / online coverage. As a follow up, Finn worked with 
an animal psychologist on a prototype dog remote; perfect for tuning into Dogglebox, driving 
national / international coverage, including BBC radio 1. 
 

Measurement and evaluation: 
The term Dogglebox became synonymous with Wagg throughout, as the Wagg brand was 
included across all coverage touch points.  
KPIs focused largely on reach and view numbers. As well as beating each of the campaign 
KPIs, Wagg’s own brand research showed that the Dogglebox campaign had contributed to 
an increase in overall brand awareness by 15%. 
The campaign was supported with advertising spend across Facebook, YouTube and PPC, 
achieving a total of 843,972 video views and reach of 9,222,659 across the campaign period 
(1 April – 1 July). PR activity helped to drive views, with Dogglebox becoming synonymous 
with the brand. 
 
KPIs vs Results (campaign period) 
Dogglebox YouTube Video Views: 

 KPI: 50,00 

 Actual: 52,364 
Dogglebox YouTube Cost Per View : 

 KPI: £0.08 

 Actual: £0.07 
Dogglebox Social Campaign 

 KPI: 3m Facebook reach 

 Actual: 4.7m total page reach April – July 
Dogglebox Social Campaign 

 KPI 250k Facebook Views 



 Actual: Total Facebook Video Views 791,692 April – July 
Dogglebox PR Campaign – Coverage 

 KPI: 61 pieces of coverage 

 Actual: 73 pieces to date 
o 12 national online 
o 34 national online 
o 14 regional online 
o 2 regional print 
o 3 trade 
o 6 international (foreign language sites not included) 
o 2 broadcast 

Dogglebox PR Campaign - Media reach 

 KPI: 67.5m media reach (1,552,500) 

 Actual: 163m media reach (15,000,000) 
 
The Dogglebox campaign Finn created was a great success. From its conception founded in 
our brand truths of family and realness, to the brilliant creative idea and execution and 
strategic approach to driving reach and view counts, it was a great example of how Finn’s 
client loop teams work. They were able to offer expertise across each of the areas of the 
campaign; covering PR, content creation, social media and digital distribution, and were 
flexible in meeting our needs. The quality content and PR-able concept at the heart of the 
campaign gave it longevity and appeal across a wide range of channels. Ultimately the 
Dogglebox campaign has helped to drive mass awareness of the Wagg brand, contributing 
to a 15% increase in brand awareness over seven months, as well as highlighting our USP 
and strong personality giving us a really own-able idea and campaign. We are looking 
forward to working with Finn to continue to drive awareness and trial of Wagg products.” 
 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 
The budget was £100k split across: 

 Content creation, PPC and social advertising costs: £62,200 

 Finn creative, management and implementation £37,800 

 


